
Title

Full-stack Developer (React + AWS)

Excerpt
We’re looking for a Full-stack (React + AWS) Developer to join an exciting, Stockholm-based online gaming
client.

Text

Our client creates the world’s #1 ranked and fastest growing online horse game, full of mysteries and
adventures just waiting to be explored. Their mission: create a singularly amazing player experience for
their expanding global product line. Our mission: collaborate closely with the client’s internal stakeholders to
identify and deliver the fundamental prerequisites of an amazing player support experience. You will play a
crucial role in brainstorming and implementing solutions in the most technically feasible and scalable way.

We value dreaming big and thinking outside of the box,and we want you to join the club! Be a
game-changer, curious, open to change, and dare to test new ideas!

Our current tech stack includes but is not limited to React, Python, Docker, Redis, AWS, Concourse, Sentry,
CloudWatch, and Grafana.

Per our collaboration model, you will work and communicate directly with the client-side development team.

Responsibilities
● Develop new features as well as maintain and adapt current ones;
● Help make the client’s product great;
● Contribute to the overall plan for the company: break goals down into tasks, estimate their

complexity, and deliver in a timely manner;
● Write cleanly structured, well-documented code

What we’re looking for
● 3+ years React work experience
● Knowledge of Microservice architecture
● Knowledge of one or more Cloud environments (AWS, or Google Cloud)
● Several years of experience building and releasing new applications, and maintaining existing ones
● Experience with Agile software development techniques
● High level of English (both spoken and written)
● Enjoy sharing knowledge and lending a helping hand
● You love borsch!

Bonus
● Containers (e.g. Docker)
● SQL
● Django/Flask frameworks
● Phyton



Does this describe you?

You are a “true Beetroot”.

A true Beetroot is eager to continually improve. You want to be the most caring, professional, and
progressive version of yourself. Your skills and experience are important factors, but your personality,
approach, and dedication to growth are what truly make a difference. We want you to be a team player who
can accept responsibility for your work, solve problems pragmatically, and remain highly motivated. You
should also be outgoing, well-organized, and efficient with a strong ability to prioritize.

Now that we’ve covered the basics of Beetroot-ness, let's say a little more about our company!

About Beetroot

We are a Swedish-Ukrainian IT company, building dream teams of developers and designers for companies
around the globe. As an emerging company, co-producing with other emerging companies, we work with
both start-up and advanced businesses. In essence, we are the cannonball for our client’s success.
Beetroot now has over 500 team members, but we foster a family environment. We are a tightly knit group
who love spending time together. Our workplaces are cozy, full of trust, equality, and steamy bowls of
borsch!

Like perks? So do we! Beetroot provides:

● A work environment with a minimal hierarchy
● Family-like culture in a comfortable, well-equipped office
● Great networking opportunities with international clients
● Personal and professional development opportunities
● Competitive salary, paid vacation, medical insurance, and social benefits
● Team building activities: ski trips, Beetroot breakfast, movie nights...and more!
● English lessons with native speakers
● Discounted Beetroot Academy courses
● Annual allowance to participate in competence-enhancing events

Are you a good fit? Send us your CV in English. We are waiting to hear from you!


